Data Protection - 100x simpler,
faster, less cost

When you use OneDPO platform, you can find data protection issues in 1 percent of the time that manual
methods require.

ACCELERATING DATA PROTECTION TASKS
Finding data security risks in an enterprise is complex, time-consuming work. Every day, hundreds of employees
located throughout large organizations wade through oceans of data. Data inventory is incomplete and out of date,
and there’s no way to identify risks that apply to your security operations.
Data mapping software can tell you where to find sensitive data, but they don’t find problems, prioritize them and
recommend actions.

Steps

Using Generic Tools

Using OneDPO

2 weeks

2-3 hours

1 week

<1 hour

Analyze activities on the data

2-3 weeks

1-2 hours

Find inactive users

1-2 weeks

<1 hour

Identify unused data

2-3 weeks

<1 hour

Find security and privacy problems. Prioritize the risks.

1-2 weeks

<1 hour

Scan for PI/PII, Data inventory
Audit user access privileges

Total Hours:

~500 hours

5-6 hours

The table above compares estimated time to analyze 1 TB of data with 250 tables for data breach risks, audit
user access, analyze activities for privacy risks, and opportunities to reduce the risks. Time spent using traditional
methods required 500 hours (12.5 weeks, based on a 40-hour week). Total of time required by the OneDPO project:
5-6 hours. The difference: 100x reduction in security team time and effort.

ONEDPO APPLIES AI, DATA ANALYSIS, AND PRIVACY ENGINEERING
TO AUTOMATE COMPLEX STEPS OF DATA PROTECTION:
Taking data inventory and scanning data for personal/personally identifiable information.
Analyzing user accounts to discover inactive users or inappropriate privileges.
Performing data inventory to find obsolete or invalid data.
Auditing activities and users to identify users who don’t use their access privileges. Removing inactive users
could cut data protection risks significantly.
Reviewing data assets, users, and activities to discover security and privacy risks.
Setting risk priorities to ensure that your most important security problems are found and fixed first.
Recommending security protection solutions to guide your ongoing security operations.

ONEDPO OFFERS SERIOUS VALUE
By using OneDPO capabilities, enterprise security and privacy teams can:

Spend dramatically less time

Unlock the value of unused data

monitoring and maintaining a wide

Up to 90 percent of an enterprise’s

range of data protection tasks. Then

data can remain unused. High-

managers can use the time savings

speed, high-volume data scanning

to assign security team members to

and analysis can provide a potential

higher-value work.

new source of business value.

Lower security risks and incidentrelated costs
Finding and fixing risks of security
and privacy incidents before it occurs
avoids the costs of recovery, and lost
customer trust.

Lower operations costs
That includes costs of data storage
and compute services as well as an
inefficient or unproductive use of
security team members and assets.

Request a Demo
Improve your security and privacy data operations by 100x.
Request a demo by visiting our website at:

www.onedpo.com

